Abstract. The coefficients introduced by Alois Schett containing the Taylor series expansions of the Jacobian elliptic functions are proved to count certain classes of permutations.
Each Sm has total degree (m + 1) and its coefficients are positive integers. When m is even (respectively, odd), Sm is odd (respectively, even) in x and even (respectively, odd) in y and z. Accordingly, for
[form = 2n + l, S2n + Xix, y, z) = £ a2n + x f x2iy2/+iz2n-2i-2i+iî ,j>0
With« denoting the integral part of m in = [m/2]) relation (1) yields (2) for m > 1, i + / < 0 or i + / > n, am ¡. = 0, ax 0>0 = 1, «2»,/,/ * (2/ + l)a2n-l,tJ + i2i + 2)a2n-l,i+lj-l + i2n-2i-2j + l)a2n_XJ¡i_x, a2n + i,i,j = (2* + 1)«2"(U + (2/ + 2)«2"(/_li/+1 +(2« -2Z-2/+ 2)a2n4_u. Now using (2) it is straightforward to obtain the first values of the Schett polynomial coefficients. (For S7 and S8, see [5] Example. For m = 3 the permutation (1) (2) (3) has no cycle peak; (1 2) (3) has only one even cycle peak; each of the four remaining ones (1 3 ) (2), (1) (2 3_),
(1 2 3_), (1 3_ 2) has only one odd cycle peak. (See Table 1 for m = 3.)
The above theorem has several consequences. With i = 0 (respectively,/ = 0) relation (3) provides new combinatorial interpretations for the coefficients sn(u, k) (respectively, cn(u, k) and dn(u, k)) (see Corollary (ii) The coefficient of i~ l)"k2iu2"H2n)\ irespectively, (-l)nk2"-2iu2nH2n)\)
in the Taylor expansion o/cn(w, k) irespectively, dn(«, k)) is equal to the number of permutations in G2"_, ior in G2") having i cycle peaks all odd. It is also equal to the number of permutations in 6 2n having n cycle peaks, i among them being odd.
Recall that the Euler numbers iE ), m>0, are defined by sec x + tan x = £ Em " x_ m\ 
13]).
The following interpretation is a refinement of Andre's result on secant numbers [1] . Recall that a permutation a in 62" is alternating if a(l) < o(2) > a(3) < a(4) > • ■ > o(2n -1) < a(2n). Corollary 4. The coefficient of(-l)"k2'u2"/(2n)\ in the Taylor expansion of cn(u, k) is equal to the number of alternating permutations in Q2n with the property that a (2/) is odd for exactly i abscissas 2/'. This can be seen from the fact that if i + j = n, the run-ups are simply rises and so the permutation alternating.
Remarks, (i) The sum 2, am ¡ ¡ was studied by Schett. He showed that it is equal to the number of permutations in S m having m -i peaks (not cycle peaks !).
No direct bijection with the permutations having i odd cycle peaks is known.
(ii) The first combinatorial interpretation for the Jacobian elliptic function coefficients was given by Viennot [6] with an entirely different set-up.
The author thanks Professor Schiitzenberger for having drawn his attention to Schett's papers.
Note Added in Proof. The result stated in Corollary 4 has been obtained independently by P. Flajolet ("Combinatorial aspects of continued fractions," IRIA, 78150-Rocquencourt, France).
